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Takeaways: An Optimized LT Transit Survey
• H-band provides significant signal-to-noise gain over other bands.
• A 2-m telescope is a significant improvement over a 1-m telescope
• Diminishing returns for telescopes larger than 2-m, surveys longer than 5 years.
• Success expected for a 3-5 year survey using all bright time.
• For more details, see our paper appearing in PASP (scan QR code).
Takeaways
• In January 2020, we will begin a 3-year survey for exoplanets/exosatellites orbiting over 400 L and T dwarfs.
• We expect to achieve mmag precision in H band.
• Based on simulations from Tamburo & Muirhead (2019, see left side), and extrapolating trends in planet/satellite 
occurrence from sun-like to M-type stars, we expect to discover ~3 transiting exoplanets/satellites over a 3-year survey.
We present design considerations for a ground-based survey for transiting exoplanets around L and T dwarfs, spectral classes that have yet to be thoroughly probed for planets. We simulate
photometry for L and T targets with a variety of red-optical and near-infrared (NIR) detectors, and compare the scatter in the photometry to anticipated transit depths. Based on these
results, we recommend the use of a low-dark-current detector with H-band NIR photometric capabilities. We then investigate the potential for performing a survey for Earth-sized planets
for a variety of telescope sizes. We simulate planetary systems around a set of spectroscopically confirmed L and T dwarfs using measured M dwarf planet occurrence rates from Kepler (e.g.
Dressing & Charbonneau 2015), and simulate their observation in surveys ranging in duration from 120 to 600 nights, randomly discarding 30% of nights to simulate weather losses. We find
that an efficient survey design uses a 2-meter class telescope with a NIR instrument and 360─480 observing nights, observing multiple L and T targets each night with a dithering
strategy. Surveys conducted in such a manner have over an 80% chance of detecting at least one planet, and detect around 2 planets, on average. The number of expected detections
depends on the true planet occurrence rate, however, which may in fact be higher for L and T dwarfs than for M dwarfs. This work appears in an article recently published in Publications
of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.
The Perkins INfrared Exosatellite Survey (PINES) is a program to search for short-period exoplanets and exosatellites transiting L and T dwarfs using Boston University’s 1.83-meter Perkins
Telescope and the Mimir infrared instrument at Anderson Mesa Station near Flagstaff, Arizona. PINES is a survey following the prescription of Tamburo & Muirhead (2019), using 10 nights
of bright time each month for 3+ years to search for transit events. This will be the most ambitious photometric monitoring survey of L and T dwarfs to date. The survey will produce a
wealth of light curve data from which the intrinsic brightness variations of L and T dwarfs and their respective mechanisms can be studied. Furthermore, the survey is naturally sensitive to L
and T dwarf eclipsing binary systems, which serve as important laboratories for investigating L and T dwarf fundamental properties, specifically mass and radius, constraining their internal
physics. PINES was recently awarded funding for 3-years of observations by NASA’s Exoplanet Research Program.
Top: The photometric error on the timescale of one hour vs. the magnitude of each target in H-band
for the six different simulated detectors. The plot is also labeled with the minimum planetary radius
that could be detected at 7.1σ in each lightcurve, assuming transits in front of a typical 0.88 RJ L or T
dwarf (Burgasser 2001). The scatter in each series is due to the different reference stars available for
each target. Bottom: A simulated lightcurve for the highlighted z’-band point in the top panel. The
7.1σ detection threshold of the data is indicated with a red dashed line, and a one hour transit of a
1.05 RE planet has been injected into the data.
A simulated lightcurve for a target (H=14.9, R=0.86 RJ, M=46.1 MJ) with
two detected transiting planets: a 1.3 RE and a 2.1 RE planet. Top: The full
five-night lightcurve for the object, with one night lost randomly due to
weather. A dashed blue line indicates the 7.1σ detection threshold for the
lightcurve. Bottom: Night five only, which shows the transits. Gaps in the
data correspond to times when other targets were being observed.
Poisson mean of number of detected
planets vs. targets per night, telescope
size and survey Duration. We recorded
the number of planets detected for
each configuration over 2000
simulations, then fit a Poisson curve to
this distribution. The mean of each
Poisson fit is shown, along with the 16th
and 84th percentile range of the
distribution. Points are offset
horizontally for clarity.
Survey performance is improved with
increasing targets per night, telescope
size and survey duration. However, we
see diminishing returns for more than 4
targets per night, telescopes larger than
2 meters in diameter and surveys longer
than 3-5 years.
Left: The Perkins Observatory dome at Anderson Mesa Station, near Flagstaff, Arizona (photo by
Art Storbo for Astronomy.com). Right: 1.83-meter Perkins Telescope. In June, 2019, Boston
University acquired ownership of the telescope and enclosure from Lowell Observatory. PINES
will use the Mimir infrared camera and nights with bright moonlight. The PINES acronym is
inspired by the many ponderosa pine trees surrounding the telescope.
Top: Locations on the sky for 
the 998 LT targets within the 
declination limits of the 
Perkins Telescope. The galactic 
plane, which inhibits the 
discovery of faint LTs, is shown 
in red. 
Right: J magnitude vs. spectral 
type for the sample.
A Simulated Sample: The Brightest L and T Dwarfs
We began by assembling a
sample of LTs from Gagne
(2014) that are observable
from a particular latitude on
Earth. We chose this latitude
to be that of the 1.8 m
Perkins Telescope in
Anderson Mesa, AZ. All have
measured NIR or optical
spectral types of L0 and later.
We found 998 LT targets that
are observable from the
chosen latitude.
Top: histogram of the H-band
magnitudes for the 998
targets. The median
magnitude is 15.1. Bottom:
histogram of the spectral
types of targets in the
sample.
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Signal-to-Noise vs. Band of Choice
Simulated Surveys
Survey Performance vs. Targets per Night, Telescope Size & Survey Duration
The 1.83-meter Perkins Telescope and Mimir Infrared Camera
The Survey Sample
Mimir Photometric Performance
The Mimir Infrared Camera was originally designed for wide-field infrared polarization
observations, whereby sub-percent flux changes are measured when switching between
polarization filters (Clemens et al. 2007). The design is also well-suited for precise infrared
photometry. Mimir uses a 1024x1024 ALLADIN III InSb detector with over 65% total
throughput (including optical losses and quantum efficiency) in H band.
Top left: One night of Mimir photometry
of 2MASS 1337, a J = 13.8 L0 dwarf. We
dithered between targets to validate our
proposed observing strategy. Top Right:
The average pixel centroid of the target,
color-coded to match the left panel.
When we return the target to nearly
same pixels, we achieve mmag precision.
Left: Mimir image of TRAPPIST-1, taken
during validation of the proposed survey
strategy.
Science Drivers
Host effective temperature
versus orbital semi-major
axis for confirmed transiting
exoplanets. We aim to
discover exoplanets and
satellites within the
“parameter space of
interest”, containing short
period exoplanets and
exosatellites orbiting L and T
dwarfs.
Expected Yield
Distributions for expected exoplanet/satellite properties assuming an
occurrence rate extrapolated from that of M dwarfs from Kepler.
RMS = 0.2% or 2 mmag
